REDNEX STOMP
(aka Redneck Stomp)

Music:		Cotton Eyed Joe (Rednex) (CD:  Sex & Violins)
			My Baby Likes To Rock It (Tractors) (CD:   The Tractors)
Type:			Contra Line Dance, back to back, about 8 feet apart
Choreographers:	Christopher Kumre & Knox Rhine, USA


Toe Fans
1 to 4:			Right toe fan out;  fan n;   fan out;  fan in;
5 to 8:			left toe fan out;  fan in;  fan out;  fan in;

Toe and Heel Splits
9 - 10:		both toes fan out;  both toes fan In;
11 - 12:		both heels fan out;  both heels fan in;

Right and Left Hook
13 to 16:		right heel touch forward;  Righ foot hook across left leg;
			right heel touch forward;  Right foot step together;

17 to 20:		left heel touch forward;  left foot across right leg;
			left heel touch forward;  left foot step together;

Stomp and Hold, Pivot, Turn and Hold
21 - 22:		right stomp forward;  hold;
23 -24:		pivot ½ turn left;  hold;

Right and Left Kick and Shuffle
25 to 28:		right stomp (no weight);  righ kick forward;  right shuffle in place (R, L, R);
29 to 32:		left stomp (no weight);  left kick forward;  left shuffle in place (L, R, L);

Righ and Left Shuffle (Promenade) Forward Twice
33 to 36:		right shuffle forward (R, L, R);  left shuffle forward (L, R, L);
37 to 40:		right shuffle forward (R, L, R);  left shuffle forward (L, R, L);

Right and Left Kick and Shuffle
41 to 48:		repeat from 25 to 32;

Jazz Box with ¼ Turn Right Twice
49 to 52:		Jazz Box (right step across left;  left step back;  
			right step to right side with ¼ turn right;  left together;)
53 to 56:		repeat from 49 to 52;

Right Vine and Stomp, Left Vine With ½ Turn and Stomp
57 to 60:		right vine (with left stomp on 4th step);
61 to 64:		left vine with ½ turn;  left stomp.

Start with 2 lines back to back.  The lines will pass thru each other at step 36 or 37.

START OVER AND KEEP SMILING!!!
Louise et Jacques Théberge

